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Did you know our first National Goal is fast approaching? We only have until 
November 30th to reach 95%! We have been doing a great job, but we 
need to make this next month strong by collecting dues from our 
unpaid members. We are quickly moving into the Holidays, and we do 
not have a great success rate collecting dues at this time due to 
members wanting to enjoy the holidays, money being tight, not giving 
themselves enough time to collect them, and our greatest reason… 
SNOW!! December meetings have the chance of being canceled due to 
weather issues, so do not rely on that December meeting to collect/pay dues. Try to get all dues 
paid in November, not only to reach our goals but to avoid anything that might come up in 
December, so it does not get in your way. 
 
Retaining our current members on top of recruiting is crucial to keeping our Auxiliaries healthy. 
Do you know a member who used to participate a lot but doesn’t anymore? Try reaching out 
and finding out why! Sometimes we, unfortunately, have previous members that were involved 
that made things difficult for others. Maybe that member has moved on or is no longer active 
and this member is staying away not knowing that person is no longer there. We need to try 
and find out why our members are not paying or why they are no longer volunteering. If their 
answer is “I just need a break,” respect that and let them know you are always there when they 
are ready to come back. Do not berate or upset them for knowing they just need to take a step 
back. GENTLY remind them though, if they are an Annual Member dues will still need to be paid 
or they will need to rejoin again. Sometimes this might push them to pay if it is not easy to get 
to those eligibility papers again.  
 
Let’s talk recruiting over the holidays!! We have had some great recruiting events over the 
summer and fall months as you will see below, but let’s talk about recruiting during the 
holidays.  
 

 Does your Auxiliary or local school hold a craft fair or holiday fair? Perfect place to set 
up your table to give out information! 
 

 Do you have VFW Members with eligible members that are not yet 
members? Put out a challenge to your VFW Members to bring in 
new members from their family holiday gatherings. Maybe offer a 
restaurant, Amazon, or a local store gift card as a prize for anyone 
who brings in the most eligible family members. 
 

 Does your town host a Holiday lights event or a holiday event? Pair 
up with your town to get your name out there.  

 

 Do you have someone interested but cannot afford it? Offer a Christmas 
or Holiday “Special” (we all love sales!) that if you join during December 
your dues are on the Auxiliary for this first year!  



We need to be creative and come up with new ideas – Unfortunately, the “old” way of getting 
members and recruiting is not working as well as it used to, and we need to come up with 
changed ways to get our Auxiliaries out there so people KNOW who we are.  

I hope you all have a fantastic holiday season, and I cannot wait to see how 
you integrate membership into the holidays!  


